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SUMMARY
The Norwich Diocesan Association of Ringers (NDAR) has embarked on a series of group
discussions (‘workshops’) aimed at identifying potential improvements to the Association and
establishing a ‘Vision for the Future’.
The first workshop focussed on “The Current Situation” and a report from that workshop is
available separately Ref A. At this second workshop (“What if …?”) NDAR moved on from an
understanding of the current situation to explore changes we might make within NDAR, and
consider the impact of changes that are outside of our control, identifying opportunities
available to us and potential threats.
In summary, the main conclusions from this second workshop were:
1. In general, factors external to NDAR present us with more opportunities than
threats, and a number of opportunities exist in the key areas of: Engagement
(internal communications); Recruitment (external communications); and
Educating People in the Art & Science of Bellringing
2. There are a number, and a wide range, of options for change available to us.
These can be summarised as followed:


Those that would appear to provide clear benefit whilst presenting low
risk, and so appear to be obvious candidates for further work



Those that are currently either not necessary, not workable, or not
worthwhile, and so are not worth pursuing



Those that should provide some benefit but would need more work to
define, and/or are not an immediate priority, and/or present some risks
that will need to be managed

Note: A list of the Options for Change considered during this second workshop, together
with their assessed Reward and Risk ratings is summarised at Annex D

Note: This second workshop was intended as part of ‘data-gathering’ to develop a ‘Vision for the Future’
for NDAR. Any recommendations are dependent on that final ‘Vision’, therefore no recommendations
are made here.
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INTRODUCTION: VISION 150
Background
NDAR is one of many ‘territorial societies’ affiliated to the Central Council of Church Bell
Ringers (CCCBR) and, like most of these societies, has a long history and proud heritage.
However, there is a long-standing view across the ringing community that these ‘traditional’
organisations have been struggling to keep pace with the changes in wider society, and the
CCCBR has recently encouraged all the regional societies to “reflect honestly on how effectively
they are dealing with the challenges [currently] faced by ringing”.
It is not surprising then, that for some time there has been a view amongst many NDAR
members that their Association is ‘not fit for purpose in the 21st Century’. Therefore, as a way
of reflecting honestly on its current effectiveness, an Action was placed at NDAR’s Annual
General Meeting (AGM) on 28th August 2021 to develop a ‘Vision for the Future’.
Typically, work to develop a ‘Vision for the Future’ aims to foresee a situation in roughly five
years time, so NDAR has chosen the date of April 4th 2027 as the focus for its Vision, this date
being the 150th anniversary of the founding of NDAR – hence the project’s name “Vision 150”.

Process
[Fig. 1] The process to develop NDAR’s ‘Vision for the Future’ involves a series of three halfday group discussions (‘workshops’) arranged to systematically work through all aspects of
the Association and explore a wide range of ideas and suggestions for improvement, in order
to arrive at a realistic and achievable Vision.

Fig. 1: Vision 150 Process
In summary:
 Workshop 1 Ref A: ‘THE CURRENT SITUATION’ aimed to establish a common, detailed,
understanding of where we are today, including identifying current strengths and
weaknesses. Leading to …
 Workshop 2: ‘WHAT IF …?’ (the subject of this report) moved on from an
understanding of the current situation to explore changes we might make within
NDAR Vision 150 – Workshop 2 Report
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NDAR (including even ‘radical’ suggestions) and consider the impact of changes that
are outside of our control, identifying opportunities available to us and potential
threats. Leading to …
 Workshop 3: ‘A VISION FOR 2027’ will aim to distil the conclusions from the previous
workshops into a realistic and achievable ‘Vision for the Future’ that best; builds on
our strengths, addresses our weaknesses, develops opportunities and mitigates
threats to us.
The final output from this process will be a report to the Association’s Standing Committee.
NOTE: It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this process, it is
expected that the Association will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move
towards its ‘Vision for the Future’. Whilst this may appear to limit the value of this work, the
advantage is that it allows greater freedom to explore quite radical ideas for improvement.

INTRODUCTION: WORKSHOP 2
Aims
To begin forming a view on what we might do in the future, the specific aims of this workshop
were:
 to identify OPPORTUNITIES we have to do things differently
 to identify THREATS we may encounter that could force change on us
 to identify and explore OPTIONS we have to change things for the better
(Considering the above in the context of the issues and challenges identified and
discussed during the first workshop)

Scope
It is often easy to dismiss options for change because ‘we’ve tried it in the past and it didn’t
work’, but sometimes the reason something struggled in the past was because the conditions
then were not suitable and/or the necessary resources were not then available. Therefore,
as with Workshop 1, we should not dwell on the past and the past was deemed ‘out of scope’
for this second workshop.

Framework
[Fig. 2] The scope framework for Workshop 2 was evolved from that of Workshop 1, as
follows:
 Our ‘Purpose’
Whilst one of the main conclusions from the first workshop was that “NDAR currently
lacks a clear and concise purpose …” Ref A, and potential changes to our ‘purpose’ were
discussed briefly at this second workshop (Option 17 at page 20 refers), it is intended
that we will revisit this issue in the final workshop when we should have a clearer
‘vision’ for the future
NDAR Vision 150 – Workshop 2 Report
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 Enablers
Potential changes to aspects of How We Do It were considered at this second
workshop as Enablers – i.e. addressing inefficiencies and/or weaknesses in our
organisation/processes to help enable us improve the range and/or scale of benefits
we can provide.
The workshop considered that the extent to which we are able to make enhancements
to NDAR depends directly upon the extent to which we are able to address the
enablers. Therefore, whilst the temptation will always be to rush for the
enhancements, if we are to make any meaningful improvements then our initial focus
needs to be on the enablers.
Specifically:
o

Discussions regarding our Administration were focussed on potential
improvements to our general modus operandi – i.e. How We Get Things
Done

o

Discussions regarding our Organisation were focussed on addressing
current weaknesses in our Branch Structure

o

Discussions regarding our Governance were focussed on rationalising our
“complex framework” Ref A of Rules

o

The topic of Finance was considered, as before, in general

o

The subject of Communication was divided into two parts for this second
workshop, as follows:


The first part recognised the need to improve Engagement with
our members and so focussed on potential changes regarding
Internal Communications
As (from the first workshop) the main issue regarding the Ringing
part of What We Do was considered to be a lack of members’
Engagement, this part of the ‘Workshop 1’ framework was
subsumed here.



‘External
Communication’
‘Enhancements’ – see below …

was

considered

amongst

 Enhancements
Potential changes to aspects of What We Do were considered at this second workshop
as Enhancements – i.e. improving the range and/or scale of benefits we can provide.
Specifically:
o

In order to better meet the current challenges regarding Recruitment,
discussions were focussed on potential improvements in the area of
External Communication

o

The topic of Providing, Maintaining & Installing Bell Installations was
considered, as before, in general

o

The topic of Educating People in the Art & Science of Bellringing was
considered, as before, in general

NDAR Vision 150 – Workshop 2 Report
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o

A few Other options for change fell either outside of the above
‘framework’ or across more than one area of this ‘framework’, so were
grouped separately

 Who we work with
As the first workshop concluded that “there were no significant weaknesses
identified” Ref A in our relationships with those we work with, there was no need to
dwell on this at this second workshop (appropriate observations/recommendations
will be included in the final Vision 150 report)

Fig. 2: Workshop Scope and Framework
WORKSHOP 2: SUMMARY OF DISCUSSIONS
Opportunities & Threats
The workshop considered a list of external ‘factors’ that may present us with opportunities to
make improvements, and/or threaten to make things more difficult for us (perhaps even force
unwanted changes on us).
The opportunities and threats were correlated with the main strengths and weaknesses
identified in the first workshop, resulting in a final SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, Threats) analysis for each element of the Workshop 2 framework [detail at
Annex A refers].
The main points concluded from the analysis of opportunities and threats were:
 In general, the number of opportunities outweighs the number of threats

NDAR Vision 150 – Workshop 2 Report
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 There are a number of opportunities in the key areas of: Engagement (internal
communications); Recruitment (external communications); and Educating People in
the Art & Science of Bellringing
 Several of the ‘factors’ may present both opportunities and threats. In general, this
means these factors would have to be handled carefully to make sure we get the most
from the opportunity rather than exacerbate the threat.
For example:
o

The legislative requirements (e.g. Safeguarding, Health and Safety, Data
Protection … etc.) can work in our favour if we are seen to be (and can
advertise the fact) that we are compliant with them, but they can clearly
work against us if we get them wrong

o

Even the (apparently dire) threat of ‘Church closures’ may have an
‘upside’ in that it could help bring incomplete bands together to form
more capable groups
Note: The possibility of Church closures was considered further at Option 25 (page
24).

o

Similarly: the threat to recruitment related to ‘Fewer people attending
church’ may help us move into other recruitment ‘pipelines’

Options for Change: Introduction
A number of ‘headline’ options for change were considered, the aim being to form a broad
view of the kind of things we want to try and include in (or exclude from) our vision for the
future. Some detailed points were included as examples to illustrate each ‘headline’, but it
was not possible (nor necessary at this point) to discuss the detail at length. Therefore, apart
from where “Notes regarding the detail” are recorded below, no conclusions were reached
regarding the detail illustrating each option.
The ‘headline’ options, with their illustrative detail [detail at Annex B refers], were compiled
from:
 Options/detail inferred from Workshop 1
 Suggestions submitted by members for consideration at this Workshop, including …
 … examples from other Associations/Guilds
 Reasonable opposites/converses of the above
 Logical interpolation of above
 The option to ‘do nothing’ in each area of the framework

NDAR Vision 150 – Workshop 2 Report
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[Fig. 3] It was recognised that both the potential benefits (reward) and the potential risks
associated with each ‘headline’ option would vary, and that – for each ‘headline’ option – we
should consider these factors and – specifically, in terms of risks – the risk that such change
may be unpopular with (or even opposed by) NDAR members. Therefore, each ‘headline’
option was assessed and rated ‘red’, ‘amber’ or ‘green’ for potential reward versus this
specific risk.

Fig. 3: Reward versus Risk ratings
Options for Change: Administration (How we get things done)
[Annex B, Option 1 refers]
The workshop considered the way that we currently aim to get things done through a
hierarchy of committees, the current weaknesses in (particularly re. staffing) our hierarchy of
committees, and the fact that – apart from the routine (recurring) administrative tasks – the
(non-recurring) activities/events that happen tend to rely on the initiative of individuals or
small groups, rather than being driven by any overarching ‘NDAR’ initiative.
We shouldn’t underestimate the work involved in the routine (recurring) administration, but
this lack of any overarching initiative creates:


a lack of co-ordination



a (reasonable) view that the non-recurring events etc. would happen regardless of
whether or not NDAR existed, so a sense that the Association adds nothing (the whole
appears no greater than the sum of its parts)



a sense that the Association ‘lacks dynamism’

It was considered that if the Association were working effectively as a team, then its output
should be greater than the sum of its parts. Therefore, the workshop spent some time
considering the nature of ‘Teamwork’.
Understanding ‘Teamwork’ in detail can become quite involved and complicated, but to reach
agreement on its fundamental elements the workshop considered the following typical
definitions (gleaned from various internet websites):
Teamwork is …
… when people collaborate and work together toward a common goal

NDAR Vision 150 – Workshop 2 Report
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… the combined actions of a group of people working together effectively to
achieve a goal
… the collaborative effort of a group to achieve a common aim
… the cooperative or coordinated effort on the part of a group of persons acting
together towards a common objective
… a group of people working together towards a shared objective
It was concluded that:


the fundamental elements of effective teamwork are: a group + collaboration + an
objective



of these three fundamental elements, NDAR currently lacks a mechanism for
establishing overarching objectives and cascading these through the organisation

It is as if our traditional reliance on committees has evolved into a modus operandi based on
a hierarchy of meetings that result in the occasional objective, when it would be better if we
could turn this on its head and establish a modus operandi based on a hierarchy of objectives
that result in the occasional meeting.
Note: It was considered that this lack of overarching ‘objectivity’ is related to (and may even result
from) the Association lacking a clear and concise overarching ‘purpose’ (Ref. A refers).

Most NDAR members will be familiar with the recent ‘Ringing Remembers’ recruitment
campaign. This campaign was successful beyond most peoples’ expectation, and was driven
by one clear and simple objective [Annex C refers].
A hypothetical example of how more ‘objectivity’ could help NDAR achieve effective
teamwork is as follows:
Imagine if we looked back though NDAR’s Quarter Peal records and found that in
recent (pre-Covid!) years there were, on average, 35 members who scored a ‘first
Quarter Peal’. Then imagine if, at an AGM, we set ourselves the objective of scoring
at least 45 ‘first Quarter Peals’ over the following 12 months.
The likelihood is that, even if we were unsuccessful at achieving 45 ‘first Quarter Peals’,
we would exceed the average 35 by some meaningful margin.
The above example is relatively simple and is used here only to illustrate a point: Objectives
help engage people with a task and focus collaborative effort, often leading to an output that
is ‘greater than the sum of its parts’. More significant objectives than the above example
would be required if we are to pursue any of the options for change being considered here,
and if we are to tackle effectively the ‘challenges currently facing ringing’.
Therefore, having considered the option to “create a more active/dynamic Association by
driving more ‘objectivity’ and ‘teamworking’ into NDAR’s administration” the workshop
categorised this option as:


TAKE IT

There are clear benefits, it should not be too
difficult, and it is a necessary ‘enabler’



MEDIUM RISK

Many people do not like change. Any objectives
would have to be realistic and achievable, and we
would need to be clear where we expect to end up

NDAR Vision 150 – Workshop 2 Report
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Options for Change: Organisation (Branches)
[Annex B, Options 2A – 2C refer]
The workshop considered three alternative ‘headline’ options for addressing the current
weaknesses regarding NDAR’s ‘Branch’ organisation, as follows:


The first option [Annex B, Option 2A] was essentially aimed at addressing issues
related to our territory’s large and diverse geography, by dividing NDAR into “more
(smaller) Branches” (as an example, the Oxford Diocesan Guild of Church Bell Ringers
is currently divided into 15 Branches). However, problems with staffing the
administration of Branches is currently a bigger issue for NDAR than geography, and
it was felt that staffing problems make this option currently unachievable. Therefore,
the workshop categorised this option as:


LEAVE IT







Staffing more Branches would currently be
impossible
[It was not necessary to assess the risk]

The second option [Annex B, Option 2B] was essentially aimed at addressing the
discrepancy between the Rules that currently mandate a complement of Officers and
a number of meetings on the Branches, and the current ‘reality’ that Branches are
unable to comply with these Rules. Essentially, this would involve amending the
relevant Rules to “De-Regulate” the existing Branches (i.e. allow them to administer
themselves as they wish and as they are able, whilst retaining the right to equal
representation at ‘Association’ level). The workshop categorised this option as:


TAKE IT / LEAVE IT

As a ‘compromise’ solution this option seems less
than ideal



MEDIUM RISK

Some members will be uncomfortable with such
change

The third option [Annex B, Option 2C] involved NDAR moving to “Dispense with a
formal underlying Branch structure” and adopting a model similar (for example) to
that of the North American Guild of Change Ringers, where members and towers
affiliate directly to the overarching organisation. The workshop categorised this
option as:


TAKE IT / LEAVE IT

This appears to have some advantages in theory,
but it is not clear whether or not it would work in
practice



HIGH RISK

We would need to retain some sort of geographic
‘jig-saw’ in order to ensure funds (etc.) are
distributed fairly. Also: Many members are likely
to be uncomfortable with such significant change

In concluding, it was agreed that:


There is currently no ideal or ‘risk-free’ option

NDAR Vision 150 – Workshop 2 Report
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If we are to retain credibility as an organisation then we need to be seen to be
compliant with our own Rules, and the reality is that – in terms of the current Rules
regarding “Branches” – this is not currently possible



Therefore, amending the Rules to ‘de-regulate’ the current Branches (i.e. along the
lines of Annex B, Option 2B) may be a necessary compromise



Work would be required to help members understand why such change is necessary
Note: Work would be required to determine how the ‘traditional’ administrative functions of
the Branches (e.g. the collection of subscriptions) could be met if Branch offices were not
staffed. But the reality of the current staffing situation in some areas is such that this work is
required anyway, and the solution to this is likely to relate to the Association improving its
ability to “engage directly with individual members” (see “Options for change: Internal
Communications (Engagement)” below).

Options for Change: Governance (Rules)
[Annex B, Option 3 refers]
The workshop considered the need to address current weaknesses associated with NDAR’s
“complex framework of rules” by moving to “Rationalise the Rules”.
It was noted that, although some similar ‘territorial societies’ (e.g. Sussex County Association
of Change Ringers) appear to have a more concise set of Rules, these are often supported by
underlying detail (e.g. ‘by-laws’) that add up to comparable levels of internal regulation.
It was agreed that our rules are simply a formal code that reflects the character of our
organisation and, if the character of our organisation evolves over time, then we should
amend our rules accordingly rather than feel bound by those that become impractical or
obsolete.
Our rules are registered with the Charity Commission as the documents ‘governing’ our
charities, and sometimes there is confusion about whether or not amending them threatens
our continued charitable status. To clarify this, we should understand that:


The Charity Commission expects that:
“[A] charity … may from time to time make such reasonable and proper rules or bye
laws as they may deem necessary or expedient for the proper conduct and
management of the [organisation] …” 1
Effectively, this means that the Charity Commission has little interest in how we
administer our organisation on a day-to-day basis, so has little interest in the detail
of most of our rules, so long as we inform them (retrospectively) of any amendments
we make (i.e. so long as we ensure that their copies of our ‘governing documents’
are kept up to date)



The Charity Commission only requires that:
“[A charity’s] rules or bye laws must not be inconsistent with any provision of [the
relevant legislation]” 1

1

Charity Commission’s “Model Constitution for a CIO with a Voting Membership”

NDAR Vision 150 – Workshop 2 Report
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Effectively, this means that the Charity Commission may object (and, therefore, our
charitable status may be threatened/cancelled) if we made, or proposed,
amendments to any of the few rules that relate directly to the fundamentals of our
charities (for example: those rules relating to our “objects” [which include what they
accept as our “charitable purpose(s)”] or those rules relating to the disposal of any
assets in the event of our “voluntary winding up or dissolution”)
For the most part then, any amendments to our rules implied by the options for change being
considered here will be of little interest to the Charity Commission, remembering that our
own (current) rules require that such amendments be offered for “consideration” by the
Branches and then depend upon gaining the “consent of a majority of Ringing Members at
any General Meeting”.
However, one or two of the options for change being consider here do imply possible changes
to (the words we might use to describe) the fundamentals of our charities – e.g. any
amendments we might choose to make to (the words we might use to describe) our
“charitable purpose(s)”. Where this is the case then, in addition to offering changes for
“consideration” by the Branches and gaining the “consent of a majority of Ringing Members
at any General Meeting”, it may be prudent to seek “prior written approval” for such
amendments from the Charity Commission.
It is not expected that any of the options for change being considered here are “inconsistent
with” the provisions of the relevant charities legislation or, therefore, that the Charity
Commission would object to them.
Note: Within the current NDAR Rules (though not within current BRF rules) we specify a few
rules that we cannot amend without “prior written approval” from the Charity Commission

Therefore, it was agreed that:


None of our rules are immutable (they were last changed in 2018)



For some time we have been unable to fully comply with several of our own rules,
particularly some of the detail regarding the staffing and administration of our
Branches. Furthermore: it is unrealistic to expect that we will be able to fully comply
with these rules in the foreseeable future.
Hence, if our rules are to reflect the current character of our organisation, and we
are to retain credibility as an organisation, then – as a minimum – we need to address
these irregularities



There is scope to improve our ‘agility’ as an organisation, to help us adapt and
address the ‘issues currently facing ringing’ (i.e. to improve our ability to “from time
to time make such reasonable and proper [changes] as [we] deem necessary or
expedient for the proper conduct and management of [our organisation]”), by
stripping our ‘rules’ back to the few (overarching) governing principles and moving
the supporting detail to (underlying) ‘policies’.
This could be a relatively straightforward text editing task and could be done without
any change to the detail of how we describe our “proper conduct and management”,
but we could consider it as an opportunity to edit out some ‘historical baggage’ detail

NDAR Vision 150 – Workshop 2 Report
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(even if this ‘historical baggage’ were retained as potential future ‘guidance’ rather
than being lost altogether).


Only a few of the options for change being considered here, if we pursue them, and
in due course, are likely to require amendments to (the words we might use to
describe) the fundamentals of our charities.

Therefore, in concluding, the workshop categorised this option as:


TAKE IT

There are rules that need to be amended because
we cannot comply with them, and it would help if
we could be more ‘agile’ in adapting to meet the
‘challenges currently facing ringing’



MEDIUM RISK

Some may be uncomfortable with the idea of
changing rules that have served us well in the past

Options for Change: Finance
[Annex B, Options 4 - 6 refer]
The workshop considered three alternative ‘headline’ options for change regarding our
finances, as follows:


Compared to similar ‘territorial societies’ NDAR is unusual in having more than one
registered charity. Therefore, the first option [Annex B, Option 4] considered the
possibility of simplifying the administration of our finances by moving to
“Consolidate Charities” (using underlying ‘restricted funds’ where/as appropriate).
The workshop concluded:





TAKE IT / LEAVE IT

Most felt that this is something that we should aim
to do, but there were doubts about how much
benefit this would actually bring. Therefore, it was
not considered a priority



LOW RISK

It is expected that such changes would be unlikely
to receive much opposition

The second option [Annex B, Option 5] looked at relieving ourselves of the
administrative burden of collecting membership subscriptions (relying for income
on: donations, bequest, sales … etc.) by moving to “Cease collecting membership
subscriptions”.
However, the workshop considered that:
o

we need to have a mechanism to understand who qualifies for membership
voting rights, and this would always involve similar levels of administration even
if we set a ‘nil’ or ‘token’ subscription cost

o

we are fortunate in having other income streams, and our financial situation is
currently healthy. But subscription rates are not contentious, cash is generally
an ‘enabler’, and it would seem imprudent to deny ourselves this income

NDAR Vision 150 – Workshop 2 Report
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Therefore, the workshop concluded:


LEAVE IT




The financial ‘pain’ would far outweighs any
administrative ‘gain’
[It was not necessary to assess the risk]

It is well-known that, for some time, the membership has had mixed views on the
recurring cost of printing hard-copy Annual Reports when such documents can be
more cheaply reproduced and easily distributed in soft (electronic) form. At one
extreme, some would happily accept just a soft (electronic) copy and view the cost
of hard copies as a waste of money, while – at the other extreme – some are
uncomfortable with, or might struggle to access, electronic copies. Therefore, the
third ‘finance’ option [Annex B, Option 6] considered the possibility of moving to a
‘two-tier’ subscription scheme where “[Individual] Subscriptions rates depend on
selection of ‘hard’ or ‘soft’ Annual Report”.
However, it was considered that a better solution to this problem is to move to a
scheme where “Membership subscription includes a soft copy of the Annual
Report, with hard copies being available on request and at an additional cost (per
copy)”
Note: It is understood that the Standing Committee has already initiated investigation into
the details of such a scheme.

Therefore, regarding the revised option (in bold above), the workshop concluded:


TAKE IT



MEDIUM RISK

We need to do something to address what many
see as an unnecessary expense when there is a
much cheaper alternative available
Some will be uncomfortable with such change

Options for Change: Internal Communications (Engagement)
[Annex B, Options 7 - 14 refer]
A number of weaknesses identified in the first ‘Vision 150’ workshop relate to a general ‘lack
of engagement’ with the membership, for example: only small numbers attend Association
events; it is difficult recruiting members to (defined) administrative posts; it can be difficult
finding (temporary) voluntary support; only a minority of members subscribe to the
‘NDARingers’ email list; only a minority of members subscribe to the NDAR Facebook social
media page; it can be difficult to understand what members want from the Association …
etc.
Furthermore: If work is to be done to improve NDAR then we need to ensure that the
membership is generally supportive of such changes, and that we can find enough members
willing to put effort into that work.
Therefore, developing our internal communications processes to secure better engagement
with the membership is not only – in itself – an improvement, but is key to ‘enabling’ any
wider improvements to NDAR.
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The workshop considered eight ‘headline’ options regarding possible improvements to our
internal communications, as follows:


The first Internal Communications option [Annex B, Option 7] looked at addressing
weaknesses in our current system of ‘cascade’ communication by moving to “Move
away from ‘cascade’ communications and engaging directly with individual
members”. However, it quickly became clear that the Association does not currently
hold a consolidated ‘register’ of all its members, and this deficiency creates wider
administrative issues.
Therefore, this option was amended to “Establish a central Register of voting
members’ details for general administrative purposes, and as a precursor to
moving away from ‘cascade’ communications and engaging directly with individual
members”.
Regarding this revised option, the workshop concluded:


TAKE IT

This is an essential administrative improvement,
and – if governance issues do exist – needs to be
addressed as a priority



LOW RISK

Members might reasonably expect that such a
Register already exists, so such a change is unlikely
to receive much opposition





Note: The relevant requirements for data protection,
safeguarding … etc. were noted and would have to be
met, but these are well-understood and practicable

The second Internal Communications option [Annex B, Option 8] looked at moving
to “Establish an Internal Communications Officer/Team”, responsible for improving
engagement with members by addressing specific weaknesses in the current content
and quality of our internal communication.
The workshop concluded:





TAKE IT



LOW RISK

This should result in clear benefits
Such a change is ‘low risk’ in terms of potential
opposition, but we would need to understand how
we would staff this

The Branches tend to publish newsletters less frequently, if at all. Therefore, the
third Internal Communications option [Annex B, Option 9] moved to “Establish a
regular (Quarterly?) central newsletter”
The workshop concluded:


TAKE IT / LEAVE IT

Though there may be some benefit in establishing
such a newsletter, it is not currently a priority



LOW RISK

Such a change is ‘low risk’ in terms of potential
opposition, but (again) we would need to
understand how we would staff this

NDAR Vision 150 – Workshop 2 Report
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The fourth Internal Communications option [Annex B, Option 10] considered doing
more to engage with members’ as soon as possible by moving to “Provide new
members with a ‘pack’ of information on joining”.
The workshop concluded:





TAKE IT

There are clear benefits in engaging directly with
members as soon as they join



LOW RISK

It is expected that such a change would be unlikely
to receive much opposition

It is understood that stock of NDAR branded merchandise may be available, but we
do not actively market this and (whilst it will never be everyone’s ‘cup of tea’) very
few of our members ever sport the NDAR brand. Therefore, the fifth Internal
Communications option [Annex B, Option 11] suggested that we could do more to
“Use ‘branded’ merchandise to promote a ‘sense of belonging’ and ‘team spirit’”.
It became apparent that NDAR have previously only ever bought merchandise ‘en
bloc’, whereas it is more common these days to lodge digital graphics (e.g. a logo
etc.) with a supplier who can deliver merchandise from a wide catalogue and on a
case-by-case basis. This case-by-case solution has many advantages compared to
the bloc-purchase system.
It also became apparent that the use of branded merchandise became unpopular
within NDAR partly because of disagreements regarding the merits of a ‘new’ logo
versus those of an ‘old’ logo. The extent to which this may or may not be still an
issue is not clear, but – if case-by-case orders could be placed – a potential solution
to this might be to make alternative (i.e. both ‘old’ and ‘new’) logos available.
Some towers (and ’clusters’) do have their own branded merchandise, and it was
agreed that there is the potential (using, for example, digital graphics and a case-bycase supplier as above) to produce jointly-branded (i.e. tower and NDAR)
merchandise.
Therefore, the workshop concluded:





TAKE IT

There are benefits to the organisation in
publicising its brand and promoting a ‘sense of
belonging’/’team spirit’, and the ‘case-by-case’
supply solutions are not difficult or expensive to
set up



LOW RISK

It is expected that such a change would be unlikely
to receive much opposition, understanding that
branded merchandise will never be popular with
everyone

NDAR’s Annual Report serves several purposes (including: a ‘directory’ of useful
information for members; a formal Officers’ reports and accounts summary for
governance purposes; an update to historic (Peal etc.) records; a ‘deliverable’ to
subscribers to the Parish Affiliation Scheme … etc.) and has long been established in
a ‘one-size-fits-all’ format which may not be ideal for either purpose, particularly
with regard to engaging with members.
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Therefore, the sixth Internal Communications option [Annex B, Option 12] suggested
that we move to “Revise the format of the Annual Report”.
The workshop concluded:





TAKE IT / LEAVE IT

Establishing a regular newsletter [Option 9 above]
would improve engagement with members and,
like that option, this is not currently considered to
be a priority



MEDIUM RISK

Members tend to have strong views (one way or
the other!) about the Annual Report and it is likely
that some would be uncomfortable with changes
to its format

NDAR’s AGM is an ideal opportunity to engage with members, but attendance at the
AGM has become routinely very low.
Therefore, the seventh Internal
Communications option [Annex B, Option 13] suggested that we move to “Revise the
format of the AGM”.
However, with the exception of using the AGM as an opportunity to review and
develop the Association’s strategy/objectives [i.e. in line with Option 1 above], the
other detailed changes suggested were considered to be either unworkable or likely
to be unpopular/divisive. Therefore, this option was amended to “Revise the format
of the AGM to include a review and development of the Association’s current
strategy and (annual?) objectives”.
The workshop concluded:





TAKE IT



LOW RISK

This goes hand-in-hand with Option 1 above
It is expected that this one change to the format of
the AGM would be unlikely to receive much
opposition

NDAR struggles to recruit volunteers into management/administrative posts. There
are many reasons for this, but something that should help, and one thing that many
other similar ‘territorial societies’ have been doing for some while, is to define and
maintain a simple list of ‘roles and responsibilities’ (effectively a simple ‘job
description’) for each post. These help make clear not only what is required of each
volunteer (i.e. what you might reasonably be expected to do), but also – by omission
– what is not required (i.e. what you might reasonably refuse to do!).
Therefore, the eighth Internal Communications option [Annex B, Option 14]
suggested that we move to “Define critical posts, actively advertise posts, and/or
incentivise volunteers”. However, as there was not time to discuss the detail
regarding the possibility of incentivising volunteers, the assessment below should be
considered in the context of moving (more simply) to “Define and actively advertise
critical posts”.
The workshop concluded:


TAKE IT

This should not be difficult to do and there are
clear benefits
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LOW RISK

Many similar ‘territorial societies’ have had ‘roles
and responsibilities’ defined for some time, so this
should not be controversial or receive much
opposition

Options for Change: External Communications (Recruitment)
[Annex B, Options 15 - 18 refer]
We have agreed that difficulty recruiting new ringers is one of the key ‘challenges currently
facing ringing’, and that the ways we engage with those outside of NDAR are key to addressing
this challenge. Therefore, the workshop considered four ‘headline’ options regarding possible
improvements to our external communications, as follows:


The first External Communications option [Annex B, Option 15] looked at moving to
“Establish an External Communications Officer/Team”, responsible for actively
promoting ringing beyond NDAR.
The workshop concluded:





TAKE IT

We need to be more proactive in attracting
recruits, so such a change is essential



LOW RISK

It is expected that such a change would be unlikely
to receive much opposition

Having previously established that compliance with the various regulatory
requirements can be both a threat (if we get these wrong) and an opportunity (if we
get these right), the second External Communication option [Annex B, Option 16]
considered the opportunity that we move to “Promote compliance with Regulatory
requirements (e.g. Safeguarding, Health & Safety, Data Protection … etc.) as an aid
to recruitment”.
It was noted that:
o

from recent CCCBR communications, it is clear that the Church of England is
in the process of ‘beefing up’ its safeguarding controls and that all ringers
should expect to be subjected to some (e.g. mandated training)
requirements arising from that work

o

these requirements are not unique to bellringing, so both current members
and prospective recruits might reasonably expect that we are fully compliant
with them

Therefore, the workshop concluded:


TAKE IT

Regardless of any changes ‘mandated’ on us, there
is probably scope for NDAR to improve in each of
these important areas



MEDIUM RISK

These regulatory requirements are unavoidable,
but are often controversial, so work will always be
required to bring people along with any changes
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Having previously established that NDAR “currently lacks a clear and concise
purpose”, noting that the detail we do have regarding our charitable ‘objects’
includes a focus on “advancing the Christian Religion”, and understanding that
“advancing the Christian Religion” is neither the main motivation for many current
ringers nor the best way to attract numbers of recruits, the third External
Communication option [Annex B, Option 17] suggested that we “Move focus of
Association’s ‘purpose’ away from ‘advancing the Christian Religion’”
It was felt that the “Move focus …” wording of this option could be taken to mean
“deleting” any reference to religion from our ‘purpose’, and that this would be
inappropriate. This was not the intent of the proposal, so – for clarity – the wording
of this option was revised to: “Refocus and extend the Association’s ‘purpose’”
Therefore, the workshop concluded:


TAKE IT

We do need to determine a clear and concise
‘purpose’ for the Association, understanding that
…



MEDIUM RISK

… there will be many opinions on the detail of this,
so the answer will only ever be a reasonable
compromise

Note: It is intended that we consider the Association’s ‘purpose’ again towards the end of the
‘Vision 150’ process, when we hope to have clearer view of our ‘vision for the future’.



For some time now, the requirement for prospective members to stand for ‘election’
has been something of a formality, and – increasingly as meetings become less
frequent – the opportunities for formal elections are becoming scarce. Therefore,
the fourth External Communication (Recruitment) option [Annex B, Option 18]
proposed moving to “Simplify process for election of members”.
The workshop considered that, as all prospective members already require a
nominated proposer and second, we could just rely on this part of the process and
remove the need for any wider ‘election’. However, there would then always be the
potential risk that an individual’s membership is controversial and needs to be
debated. Therefore, it was felt that the following two-step process is a good
compromise solution:
o

Ringers who are formally proposed and seconded join NDAR initially as
“Associate” members, subject to …

o

… their full membership being ‘ratified’ (or not!) at the next AGM

The workshop concluded:


TAKE IT

This removes a lot of unnecessary effort and
administration



LOW RISK

It is expected that such a change would be unlikely
to receive much opposition
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Options for Change: Providing, Maintaining and Improving Bell Installations
[Annex B, Options 19A & 19B refer]
The workshop considered two alternative ‘headline’ options for possible improvements
regarding what we do to provide, maintain and improve bell installations, as follows:


It has been suggested that involvement with (especially funding) work on bell
installations distracts NDAR from the main ‘challenges currently facing ringing’ (e.g.
provoking comments like “we have plenty of bells, we just don’t have enough
ringers!”) and creates an unnecessary (financial) administrative burden. Also, our
work to develop a ‘Vision for the Future’ has previously established that, beyond
providing funds, our capabilities in this area are limited.
Therefore, the workshop first considered the option [Annex B, Option 19A] that we
move to “Close BRF and cease all activities re. providing, maintaining and
improving bell installations”. We concluded:


LEAVE IT




Support with the funding of major works is one of
the main benefits we can currently provide
[It was not necessary to assess the risk]

Alternatively, the workshop considered the option [Annex B, Option 19B] “Collapse
activities around current capabilities”.
There was initially some discussion about the meaning of the word “collapse” in this
context, some understanding this to mean doing less than we are currently capable
of (this was not the meaning intended). Therefore, an amendment of the option to
“Limit activities to current capabilities” was considered and seemed more
acceptable, but this wording is a bit meaningless as we will always be ‘limited’ by our
‘current capabilities’ in any area!
There followed some discussion about the actual intent of this option, which was
that we be very clear with members regarding our practical (i.e. non-financial)
capabilities in this area so as not to create unrealistic expectations in terms of what
support we can actually provide. In turn, this led to some further discussion (and
confusion?) about what our current practical capabilities actually are!
Unfortunately, time did not allow for us to reach a resolve this, so – effectively – we
concluded:
We need to be clear with members regarding the limits of our practical (i.e. nonfinancial) capabilities in this area so as not to create unrealistic expectations in terms
of what support we can actually provide, but first we need to determine what these
limits currently are.


TAKE IT

If we can’t define what the limits of our practical
support capabilities currently are, what (if any)
practical support can members expect?



LOW RISK

It is expected that such a change would be unlikely
to receive much opposition
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Options for Change: Educating People in the Art & Science of Bellringing
[Annex B, Options 20 - 23 refer]
The workshop considered three ‘headline’ options for possible improvements regarding what
we do to educate people in the art and science of bellringing, as follows:


The first option in this area [Annex B, Option 20] looked at gaining a better
understanding of “training demand” across the membership by moving to “Establish
a mechanism for engaging directly with members re. individual training/
development needs”.
It was recognised that not all members would seek to engage with the Association
for support with their training/development, and that this option would be
dependent on us addressing other issues regarding ‘internal communication’ (e.g.
being able to engage directly with members – Option 7, above, refers). But, in
principle, such improvement is necessary if we are to address training/development
as one of the key ‘challenges currently facing ringing’.
Therefore, the workshop concluded:





TAKE IT

Such improvement is necessary if we are to
address training/development as one of the key
‘challenges currently facing ringing’



LOW RISK

Such a change is ‘low risk’ in terms of potential
opposition, but (again) we would need to
understand how we would staff this

The second option in this area [Annex B, Option 21] followed from the first and
looked at moving to better “Co-ordinate [the supply of] training/development
opportunities” to meet a known training demand.
Similarly, the workshop concluded:





TAKE IT

Such improvement is necessary if we are to
address training/development as one of the key
‘challenges currently facing ringing’



LOW RISK

Such a change is ‘low risk’ in terms of potential
opposition, but (again) we would need to
understand how we would staff this

The subject of ‘paying’ for training has always been controversial with ringers.
On the one hand: traditionally, bellringing ‘training’ required little more than
tutor/helper ‘time’ which was readily available in most towers and so was provided
free of charge, understanding that – once ‘trained’ – an amount of your ringing ‘time’
would be spent supporting of training others (a quid pro quo), and this ‘free to learn’
principle has become a key part of traditional bellringing culture.
Whereas, on the other hand: Costs other than ‘time’ (including, for example:
tutor/helper travel, simulator equipment, Church building overheads … etc.) are
gradually creeping into the bellringing training environment; people have more
disposable income and expect to pay for lessons in such skills/arts (to the point that
some assume it cannot be worth learning if the training is free!); and several ringing
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organisations, particularly those focussed on delivering training, now routinely
charge for membership/lessons.
Therefore, the third option in this area [Annex B, Option 22] considered: to what
extent should we “Be more pragmatic about finances for training/development”
The workshop concluded:


TAKE IT / LEAVE IT

Financing training is not an issue for us at the
moment, but we should recognise that
charging/paying for training is less contentious
than it used to be and there are several
precedents, so we should keep the option on the
table as part of working Options 21 and 22



HIGH RISK

Whilst the ‘culture’ is gradually changing, there are
some that remain uncomfortable with the
precedents being set elsewhere, and many that
would be uncomfortable if we were to set any
precedent. Therefore, this is an area in which we
should probably just let ‘nature take its course’

Options for Change: Other
[Annex B, Options 23 - 25 refer]
The final options considered by this workshop either fell outside of the main ‘framework’ or
across more than one area of the ‘framework’, so were considered as ‘Others’. These were:


The first option in this area [Annex B, Option 23] relates both to “External
Communications” (though not “Recruitment” which was the focus of options
considered in that area) and “Finances”. It aimed to address the (Workshop 1)
finding that ‘many members (and sometimes even subscribers) are unclear what the
Parish Affiliation scheme is and how it works’ and, therefore, suggested that we
move to “Improve communications re. Parish Affiliation Scheme”
The workshop concluded:


TAKE IT

The opportunity for improvements in this area
have previously been recognised
Note: It is understood that such work is already
underway




LOW RISK

It is expected that such a change would be unlikely
to receive much opposition

The second option in this area [Annex B, Option 24] relates to ‘what we do’
(Workshop 1 refers), and potentially: the “Recruitment”, “Training Demand” and
“Training Supply” areas of the framework above. It suggested that we “Actively
encourage change ringing on handbells”.
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The workshop concluded:


TAKE IT

The recent pandemic has seen a resurgence of
interest in change ringing on handbells, and the
Association should encourage this
Note: Considering the detail regarding ‘purchasing’
handbells: the workshop considered that a set may be
loaned or donated





LOW RISK

It is expected that such a change would be unlikely
to receive much opposition, but the staffing of any
work in this area may depend on other priorities

The third option in this area [Annex B, Option 25] relates to one of the external
factors that many are concerned poses a risk to ringing, and suggests that we move
to “Actively engage with the Diocese regarding Church closures”.
Some Church of England information that was referenced by the CCCBR a few
months ago gave no specific information for any particular Diocese, but it did suggest
that many Diocese still have a lot of work to do before they are in a position to form
a view on the future of their church buildings, and – therefore – it is likely to be some
time yet before we need to get ‘actively’ involved in discussing church closures.
Since then (in fact, just the day before this second Vision 150 workshop was held!)
the Diocese of Norwich launched a ‘Church Buildings Commission’ and, from this, are
clearly only just beginning the work to understand the ‘range of options’ they might
have for their buildings.
Note: there is more about the Diocese of Norwich ‘Church Buildings Commission’ at:
https://www.dioceseofnorwich.org/churches/buildings/the-church-buildings-commission/

As part of consulting with public on this matter, the Diocese has provided for the
public to comment directly to the new Church Buildings Commission. The workshop
also considered that we have a conduit to the Diocese Advisory Committee (DAC)
through our ‘Bells Advisor’ to the DAC.
Therefore, as there is no immediate threat, the workshop concluded that we
“Monitor the work of the new Diocese of Norwich ‘Church Buildings Commission’
and engage with the Diocese as/when appropriate through our ‘Bells Advisor’”
The workshop concluded:


TAKE IT

Whilst there appears to be no immediate threat, it
may be that – in the timescales of our ‘Vision for
the Future’ – we should be prepared to become
engaged with the Diocese regarding a ‘range of
options’ for a few Church buildings



LOW RISK

It is expected that such a change would be unlikely
to receive much opposition
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ANNEX A: FINAL SWOT ANALYSIS

(ADMINISTRATION)

HOW WE GET THINGS DONE
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

• Those who do care about the
Association are very committed

• The Association delegates
administration through sub-committees,
but is currently unable to fill many of the
• The Association promotes a sense of
management posts in these subunity amongst ringers
committees, and management tends to
• There is a strong sense of tradition and collect at the overarching Standing
history
Committee
• There are too many meetings and too
much talking. We lack a framework for
planning and engagement with
members

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

• Email

• Aging demographic

• Membership

• Falling membership

• Online Banking

• Video conferencing

• Social media

• Websites

• Teamwork
• Video conferencing
• Visions, Strategies, Plans & Objectives
• Websites

• There is too much inertia and
resistance to change, little sense of
dynamism
• The Association’s administrative
arrangements currently include too
much ‘historic baggage’
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ANNEX A: FINAL SWOT ANALYSIS

(ORGANISATION)

BRANCHES
STRENGTHS
• Those who do care about the
Association are very committed
• The Association promotes a sense of
unity amongst ringers

WEAKNESSES
• NDAR’s ‘territory’ covers a large
geographical area and includes a range
of environments. This geographical
range and environmental diversity
complicates NDAR’s operations

• There is a strong sense of tradition and
• The Association is currently organised
history
to delegate administration through four
regional Branches. But NDAR is
currently unable to fill many of the
management posts in these regional
Branches, and management tends to
collect at the overarching Standing
Committee

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

• Area bands

• Church Closures

• Church Closures

• Fewer Church Services

• Fewer Church Services

• Fewer people attending church

• Hubs

• Hubs

• Online Ringing (e.g. Ringing Room)

• Lack of Officers (unfilled vacancies)

• Teaching Centres/Hubs

• Lack of relevance
• Ringing clusters
• Young Change Ringers Association

• The effectiveness of the four regional
Branches is inconsistent, but – overall –
dividing NDAR in this way currently
appears to create more organisational
weaknesses than organisational
strengths
• The Association’s organisation and
administrative arrangements currently
include too much ‘historic baggage’
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ANNEX A: FINAL SWOT ANALYSIS

(GOVERNANCE)

RULES
STRENGTHS
• Relevant statutory/regulatory policies
are in place and all up to date

WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES

• The work of the Standing Committee is • Charities Act
mired in a complex framework of rules
• Conflict of Interest Policy

THREATS
• Charities Act
• Conflict of Interest Policy

• Data Protection (GDPR)

• Data Protection (GDPR)

• Safeguarding

• Safeguarding

• Health & Safety

• Health & Safety

• Visions, Strategies, Plans & Objectives
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ANNEX A: FINAL SWOT ANALYSIS

FINANCE
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

• NDAR’s finances are currently healthy
and well-managed

• The Association’s ‘Parish Affiliation
Scheme’ provides some reasonable
income, but many members (and
sometimes even subscribers) are unclear
what this scheme is and how it works

• Though the current financial
arrangements appear complicated, it is
felt that managing the finances per se
(i.e. notwithstanding the complex
arrangement of rules) is not onerous

OPPORTUNITIES
• Charging/paying for lessons
• Gift Aid

THREATS
• Fewer members - less income from
subscriptions

• Increased disposable income
• Online banking

• Most members (a ‘silent majority’)
expect little or nothing in return for their
annual subscription, being content that
their money goes ‘to a good cause’ or
simply conforming to a cultural ‘norm’
(i.e. it’s simply “the way we do things”)
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ANNEX A: FINAL SWOT ANALYSIS

(INTERNAL COMMUNICATION)

ENGAGEMENT
STRENGTHS
• NDAR communicates using a variety of
media (including: an Annual Report,
newsletters, social media, emails, an
internet website, etc.)
• Compiling the Annual Report enables
us to check Tower information for
accuracy

WEAKNESSES
• Attendance at ringing events is often
poor, in part due to a lack of
engagement with members
• The hard-copy Annual Report is costly
and there are mixed views on the
benefits of this
• Some media that are popular outside
of ringing (e.g. social media) are less
popular within the ringing community
• Current ‘cascade’ communications rely
heavily on individuals in the cascade
chain and communications often break
down

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

• Area Bands

• Aging demographic

• Call Changes as “an end in itself”

• Covid restrictions

• Learning the Ropes (LtR) scheme

• Development gaps between ringers

• Mentors

• Fewer church services

• NDAR ‘branded’ clothing /merchandise • Young Change Ringers Association
• Online ringing (e.g. Ringing Room)
• Online (theory) learning
• RW National Youth Contest
• Social media
• Teamwork
• Video conferencing

• Internal communications tend to be
one-way (i.e. transmissions) and often
fail to elicit a response

• Visions, Strategies, Plans & Objectives

• There is a widespread demand
amongst all members for an effective
‘safety net’ or ‘support network’

• Young Change Ringers Association

• Websites

• NDAR is not currently effective at
publicising (internally) successes and the
benefits of ‘getting involved’
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ANNEX A: FINAL SWOT ANALYSIS

(EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION)
RECRUITMENT
STRENGTHS
• Website is our only window from the
outside world

WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

• NDAR is not currently effective at ...
promoting itself (and ringing) externally

• Duke of Edinburgh Award scheme

• Covid restrictions

• Earlier retirement

• Fewer Church Services

• There is no Publicity Officer

• Fewer people attending church

• Fewer people attending church

• Increased focus on English
heritage/culture

• Other (competing) hobbies/ pastimes

• Increasing focus on health & wellbeing
• Increased free (leisure) time
• Learning the Ropes (LtR) scheme
• Links to National Curriculum
• Mini-Rings
• NDAR ‘branded’ clothing /merchandise
• Publicity Officers
• Social media
• Websites
• Young Change Ringers Association
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ANNEX A: FINAL SWOT ANALYSIS

PROVIDING, MAINTAINING & IMPROVING BELL INSTALLATIONS
STRENGTHS
• Most of what NDAR currently does in
this area involves granting funds to
support major
augmentation/repair/restoration
projects

WEAKNESSES
• Members often need non-financial
assistance – i.e. skilled labour and/or
specialist technical advice – in support of
less significant maintenance/repairs.
However, NDAR currently lacks capability
in these areas and, apart from
‘signposting’ relevant professional
organisations (e.g. bell founders, bell
fitters, rope suppliers, etc.) and/or
recognised (e.g. CCCBR) guidance, there
is little that the Association can
realistically provide

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

• Health & Safety

• Aging demographic

• Increased disposable income

• Church closures

• Increased focus on English
heritage/culture

• Fewer Church Services

• Stock of bells
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ANNEX A: FINAL SWOT ANALYSIS

EDUCATING PEOPLE IN THE ART & SCIENCE OF BELLRINGING
STRENGTHS
• Doubles/Minor/Surprise Major/10-Bell
Novice/12-Bell Novice practices
• Young Ringers’ group

WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

• Focussed training events continue to
be popular, but are currently driven by
individuals or local groups and lack any
‘central’ NDAR planning/co-ordination

• Area bands

• Blue, Red and Black ringing ‘Zones’

• (ART) Teacher training

• Call Changes as “An end in itself”

• Blue, Red and Black ringing ‘Zones’

• Charging/Paying for lessons

• When recruits are found it is often
difficult to provide them with basic
handling training

• Blue, Red, Yellow ‘Pathways’

• Ringing simulators

• Members tend to expect training to
come to them, but the current reality is
that those wishing to progress will
probably need to travel

• Handbells

• NDAR does not currently engage
directly with members with regard to
their training/development. Therefore,
ringers tend to rely on individuals (e.g.
Tower Captains) at their home tower to
facilitate their learning, but the ability,
enthusiasm and – therefore –
effectiveness of these key individuals
varies
• The sense is that more could be done if
we worked together as ‘community’ to
better match training supply with
training demand

• Call Changes as “An end in itself”
• Duke of Edinburgh Award scheme
• Increased free (leisure) time
• Increasing focus on English
heritage/culture
• ‘Kaleidoscope’ Ringing
• Learning the Ropes (LtR) scheme
• Membership
• Mentors
• Mini-rings
• Online ringing (e.g. Ringing Room)
• Online (theory) learning
• Ringing clusters
• Ringing simulators
• RW National Youth Contest
• Teaching Centres/Hubs
• Teamwork
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ANNEX B: OPTIONS DISCUSSED

OPTION 1

ADMINISTRATION (HOW WE GET THINGS DONE)

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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ANNEX B: OPTIONS DISCUSSED

OPTION 2A

ORGANISATION (BRANCHES)

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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ANNEX B: OPTIONS DISCUSSED

OPTION 2B

ORGANISATION (BRANCHES)

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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ANNEX B: OPTIONS DISCUSSED

OPTION 2C

ORGANISATION (BRANCHES)

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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OPTION 3

GOVERNANCE (RULES)

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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ANNEX B: OPTIONS DISCUSSED

OPTION 4

FINANCE

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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ANNEX B: OPTIONS DISCUSSED

OPTION 5

FINANCE

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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ANNEX B: OPTIONS DISCUSSED

OPTION 6

FINANCE

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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ANNEX B: OPTIONS DISCUSSED

OPTION 7

INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS (ENGAGEMENT)

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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ANNEX B: OPTIONS DISCUSSED

OPTION 8

INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS (ENGAGEMENT)

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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OPTION 9

INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS (ENGAGEMENT)

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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ANNEX B: OPTIONS DISCUSSED

OPTION 10

INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS (ENGAGEMENT)

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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OPTION 11

INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS (ENGAGEMENT)

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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OPTION 12

INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS (ENGAGEMENT)

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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OPTION 13

INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS (ENGAGEMENT)

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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ANNEX B: OPTIONS DISCUSSED

OPTION 14

INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS (ENGAGEMENT)

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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OPTION 15

EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS (RECRUITMENT)

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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OPTION 16

EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS (RECRUITMENT)

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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OPTION 17

EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS (RECRUITMENT)

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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OPTION 18

EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS (RECRUITMENT)

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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ANNEX B: OPTIONS DISCUSSED

OPTION 19A

PROVIDING, MAINTAINING & IMPROVING BELL INSTALLATIONS

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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OPTION 19B

PROVIDING, MAINTAINING & IMPROVING BELL INSTALLATIONS

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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ANNEX B: OPTIONS DISCUSSED

OPTION 20

EDUCATING PEOPLE IN THE ART & SCIENCE OF BELLRINGING

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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ANNEX B: OPTIONS DISCUSSED

OPTION 21

EDUCATING PEOPLE IN THE ART & SCIENCE OF BELLRINGING

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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OPTION 22

EDUCATING PEOPLE IN THE ART & SCIENCE OF BELLRINGING

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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OPTION 23

OTHER

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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OPTION 24

OTHER

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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OPTION 25

OTHER

NOTE: The ‘headline’ option and examples detailed above were compiled to facilitate discussions at NDAR’s ‘Vision 150’ workshops. The aim of these workshops is to
develop a general ‘Vision for the Future’. It is not intended that any changes will be made to NDAR as part of this Vision 150 process, it is expected that the Association
will decide subsequently how far and how fast (if at all) to move towards its ‘Vision for the Future’.
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ANNEX C: ‘RINGING REMEMBERS’ OBJECTIVE AND RESULTS
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ANNEX D: OPTIONS FOR CHANGE, ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

Options for Change: Administration (How we get things done)

REWARD

RISK

REF

TAKE IT

MEDIUM RISK

Page 9

REWARD

RISK

REF

LEAVE IT

N/A

Page 11

Option 2B: De-Regulate Branches

TAKE IT / LEAVE IT

MEDIUM RISK

Page 11

Option 2C: Dispense with a formal underlying Branch structure

TAKE IT / LEAVE IT

HIGH RISK

Page 11

REWARD

RISK

REF

TAKE IT

MEDIUM RISK

Page 12

REWARD

RISK

REF

TAKE IT / LEAVE IT

LOW RISK

Page 14

Option 5: Cease collecting membership subscriptions

LEAVE IT

N/A

Page 14

Option 6: Membership subscription includes a soft copy of the Annual Report, with hard copies
being available on request and at an additional cost (per copy)”

TAKE IT

MEDIUM RISK

Page 15

Option 1: Create a more active/dynamic Association by driving more ‘objectivity’ and
‘teamworking’ into NDAR’s administration

Options for Change: Organisation (Branches)
Option 2A: More (smaller) Branches

Options for Change: Governance (Rules)
Option 3: Rationalise the Rules

Options for Change: Finance
Option 4: Consolidate Charities
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ANNEX D: OPTIONS FOR CHANGE, ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
Options for Change: Internal Communications (Engagement)

REWARD

RISK

REF

Option 7: Establish a central Register of voting members’ details for general administrative
purposes, and as a precursor to moving away from ‘cascade’ communications and engaging
directly with individual members

TAKE IT

LOW RISK

Page 16

Option 8: Establish an Internal Communications Officer/Team

TAKE IT

LOW RISK

Page 16

TAKE IT / LEAVE IT

LOW RISK

Page 16

Option 10: Provide new members with a ‘pack’ of information on joining

TAKE IT

LOW RISK

Page 17

Option 11: Use ‘branded’ merchandise to promote a ‘sense of belonging’ and ‘team spirit’

TAKE IT

LOW RISK

Page 17

TAKE IT / LEAVE IT

MEDIUM RISK

Page 17

Option 13: Revise the format of the AGM to include a review and development of the
Association’s current strategy and (annual?) objectives

TAKE IT

LOW RISK

Page 18

Option 14: Define and actively advertise critical posts

TAKE IT

LOW RISK

Page 18

REWARD

RISK

REF

Option 15: Establish an External Communications Officer/Team

TAKE IT

LOW RISK

Page 19

Option 16: Promote compliance with Regulatory requirements (e.g. Safeguarding, Health &
Safety, Data Protection … etc.) as an aid to recruitment

TAKE IT

MEDIUM RISK

Page 19

Option 17: Refocus and extend the Association’s ‘purpose’

TAKE IT

MEDIUM RISK

Page 20

Option 18: Simplify process for election of members

TAKE IT

LOW RISK

Page 20

Option 9: Establish a regular (Quarterly?) central newsletter

Option 12: Revise the format of the Annual Report

Options for Change: External Communications (Recruitment)
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Options for Change: Providing, Maintaining and Improving Bell Installations

REWARD

RISK

REF

Option 19A: Close BRF and cease all activities re. providing, maintaining and improving bell
installations

LEAVE IT

N/A

Page 21

Option 19B: We need to be clear with members regarding the limits of our practical (i.e. nonfinancial) capabilities, but first we need to determine what these limits currently are

TAKE IT

LOW RISK

Page 21

REWARD

RISK

REF

Option 20: TRAINING DEMAND: Establish a mechanism for engaging directly with members re.
individual training/ development needs

TAKE IT

LOW RISK

Page 22

Option 21: TRAINING SUPPLY: Co-ordinate training/development opportunities

TAKE IT

LOW RISK

Page 22

TAKE IT / LEAVE IT

HIGH RISK

Page 22

REWARD

RISK

REF

Option 23: Improve communications re. Parish Affiliation Scheme

TAKE IT

LOW RISK

Page 23

Option 24: Actively encourage change ringing on handbells

TAKE IT

LOW RISK

Page 23

Option 25: Monitor the work of the new Diocese of Norwich ‘Church Buildings Commission’
and engage with the Diocese as/when appropriate through our ‘Bells Advisor’

TAKE IT

LOW RISK

Page 24

Options for Change: Educating People in the Art & Science of Bellringing

Option 22: Be more pragmatic about finances for training/development

Options for Change: Other
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